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Rural Air Oregon 

Operations Plan 

Flight request operations are online.  A person interested in a flight will open the mobile app or 

website and indicate the airport of departure and destination.  The system will validate that the 

airports are within the system.   It will also suggest close-by alternates.  The number of travelers 

(usually 1) will be indicated.  A list of aircraft with aircraft photos, details and prices will be 

displayed.  The customer will choose the flight and indicate the desired day and time to fly.  

Once accepted by a member of the Provider Pool and booked, a map will display the route to 

the airport and information on the Fixed Base Operator’s (FBO)s name and location.  The 

passenger will provide credit card or PayPal payment information for subsequent billing upon 

landing.  This system will operate similar to UBER, LYFT and www.FlyBlackbird.com   There will 

be a chat resource and support number for customer assistance. 

The passenger arrives at the airport FBO and meets the pilot in the lounge.  After a briefing, 

they board the aircraft and depart for the destination.  There may be additional people on the 

flight, and if so, the ticket price will be reduced.  When the aircraft lands, the pilot indicates 

arrival on the app and the billing takes place automatically.  Ground transportation is available 

per an online list for available transportation at each airport location.  There will be no TSA.  All 

operations will begin and terminate in “non-sterile” FBO facilities.  Boarding and passenger 

briefing will be fast and easy.  Passengers will see their beautiful state of Oregon from an 

airborne perspective of wonder aloft with views of automobile grid-locked roads below. 

Funding operations 

Each community will be asked to create fund-raising vehicles that would fund their local 

TravelBank.   Based on their level of participation they would receive a percentage of ROAR 

subsidy funding contributed to the TravelBank.  The majority of funding would come from the 

ROAR dollars, the match required by the local communities would be 10% of the total. 

Based on the dollars available in the TravelBank, and factored for hours flown to or from the 

airport, a subsidy per seat will be paid to the air operator, less credit card fees. 

The target will be a ticket price of $100 per 30 minutes in the air.   Thus, Willamette Valley to 

the coast would be about $100, From Portland to Eastern Oregon, about $400.  Average flight 

ticket cost of $250.  Time will be based on Hobbs meter which tracks time that the aircraft is 

operating for taxi, takeoff and inflight.   If more than one passenger is on a flight, then the ticket 

cost will be reduced based on the number of passengers. 

http://www.flyblackbird.com/
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If any flights are listed as scheduled-flights, there will be an online section that displays these 

flights, showing type of aircraft, how many seats are open and how many passengers can be 

accommodated on that flight.  

There will be weight and baggage restrictions.  A passenger must indicate their weight.  The 

luggage will need to fit a size and weight restriction based on the type of aircraft selected. 

A cost per hour will be assigned to each type of aircraft and its respective crew requirements.  

When choosing a flight, the passenger will have the option to select the size of aircraft, which 

will be priced accordingly, similar to the various vehicle options on UBER.  We expect that there 

will be 5 categories of aircraft. 

1- 4 place single engine with one pilot, such as Cessna C-182 and Cirrus 

2- 4 place single engine high performance, such as Cessna C-210, Beech A-36 

3- 6 place single engine turboprop, such as TBM 700,  Pilatus PC-12, and Piper Meridian 

4- 6 place small twin with two pilots, such as Beechcraft Baron, Piper Navajo 

5- 6 place large twin with two pilots, such as King Air, Cessna 421 

A maximum total weight will be listed for passenger and luggage for each aircraft type.  

The scheduling system will be heuristic in that, over time, optimum routes and passenger trips 

that become the most popular and cost effective may be able to be flown on a published 

schedule.  

Aircraft that are delivering passengers to a specific location will be displayed online to be 

immediately available for a subsequent flight shortly after landing.  Every effort will be made to 

board a passenger(s) on all flights to reduce non-revenue return flights. 

Initial system planning and implementation 
The ROAR policy requires a 10% match on funds received. To obtain the initial funds to start the 
project ORAVI will provide a 10% match.  We require ROAR funding of $250,000 per year over 
the period of two years to complete all tasks to the point where air service can begin.   ORAVI 
will provide a match of $25,000 per year for these 2 years.  We will utilize our existing cash 
reserves, we will solicit sponsorships and we will write grant requests and seek donations.   
Some community organizations may provide match funding to assist.    
 
Once the system is operational: 
Current ROAR funding from the aviation fuel tax receipts is about $800,000 per year. (About 
$2,000,000 is currently in the bank)   If the 6 year sunset on HB2075 is removed these funds will 
continue.   
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As the rural air system proves itself beneficial to the state, it may be possible to obtain a small 
increase in the fuel tax percentage.  An additional 2 cents per gallon would provide total annual 
ROAR funding of about $2,000,000 per year.    
 
Putting ROAR funding to use in providing rural air services 
As previously stated in accompanying ORAVI documents, the traditional air taxi models of the 
past are not viable.  They served a limited number of locations, their aircraft were too large and 
too expensive and the services were not properly promoted.  Trying to shrink down air carrier 
services to fit small rural communities does not work.   A totally new approach is needed.  
 
The Rural Air Oregon model will serve all 97 public use airports with an on-demand system.  
Later, limited scheduled services may be possible at certain locations.  The system manages 
supply and demand.  A passenger request is made, a Provider accepts the flight and it is 
scheduled and ready to go in anywhere from one day away to a date in the future.   
 
TravelBank solution for affordable ticket prices 
Once air service is implemented and operational, participating local communities would provide 
a 10% match of requested ROAR funds.  These funds would go into the community’s TravelBank 
to provide subsidies that will make the ticket price affordable.  
 
If a passenger flies from Prineville to Baker City the cost of the ticket could be subsidized by the 
TravelBank on either end, making it affordable, estimated to be in the amount of $250 one-way 
or less.  
 
Each participating community could establish a TravelBank.  If Baker City has $20,000 in their 
TravelBank from local funding sources and other grants they could then use this as a grant 
match to qualify for $200,000 from ROAR funds to be added to their TravelBank and used to 
subsidize the tickets to or from the Baker City airport. 
 
If Prineville had $10,000 in their TravelBank then they could it as a match to quality for 
$100,000 of ROAR funding to subsidize ticket costs. 
 
The flight would dip into both Baker City and Prineville TravelBanks on a prorated basis 
depending on funds allocated for ticket subsidy by each community.  With both communities 
participation it would to lower the cost of each flyer's ticket compared to only one community 
participating in TravelBank subsidies.  The one-way ticket cost may be about $200. 
 
If Prineville had zero funds in their TravelBank, there would be no ROAR funding available from 
their end and the ticket price to/from Baker City would be higher.   Baker City could do their 
portion of the subsidy, but because Prineville did not contribute, then the ticket would be 
higher than an Prineville to Baker City seat where TravelBank funds from both points would be 
utilized.  A Prineville to Baker City might be $300.  
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There are many details to be worked out on the cash flow to and from the TravelBanks.  This is 
one of the reasons that the rural airport communities and the commercial air operators need to 
be a major part of the ORAVI planning efforts.  It must work to the benefit of all involved. 
 
At this time, ticket prices are initial estimates.  The ticket prices and the amount of subsidy per 
passenger seat flown by specific aircraft is part of the overall project planning.  The flow of 
funds will require considerable study and participation with both the rural communities and the 
air service providers.  The only thing that we can predict is that as new generation electric / 
hybrid aircraft become available the cost of aircraft operations will be greatly reduced.  Thus 
over time, ticket prices will go down, or require fewer subsidies, and it is eventually possible 
that no subsidy would be required.  
 
These are concepts and that will be modified or replaced as we move the project forward 
working with multiple airports, rural communities, multiple P135 operators and analysis of the 
financial models.  
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There is no funding commitment required from rural communities or their airports in order to 
partner with ORAVI in developing the Rural Air Oregon plans.  If these communities create a 
significant TravelBank at system launch, then the price of tickets to/from their location will be 
affordable.  Some city pairs will be less expensive than others based on the TravelBank subsidy 
funds in their respective locations  
 
Rural Air Oregon is not designed to “sell” services to rural communities.  Rather, the 
organization is non-profit and designed to make available and promote air travel resources that 
have not previously existed from their towns. 
 
ORAVI wants to see rural air available for all of Oregon's communities.  We are here to lead the 
effort and partner with any rural airport communities who wish to join in the effort. The rural 
air organization that would be created would be a non-profit, interested only in bringing 
together the resources.  The old models have all failed and we believe that on on-demand, 
subsidized, Part 135 statewide model will work.  It is new and different and “out of the box”.   
But, it is a coming trend and we are on the leading edge of a new generation of both urban and 
rural air travel.  
 
Provided that ORAVI receives ROAR funding to implement the planning process with all parties 

involved, the Operational Plan will then be completed and will be submitted as part of the 

request for ongoing operational subsidy funding. 


